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ON THE GORENSTEINIZATION OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES VIA
BOUNDARY DIVISORS
SERGIO DA SILVA
Abstract. We will describe a one-step “Gorensteinization” process for a Schubert va-
riety by blowing-up along its boundary divisor. The local question involves Kazhdan-
Lusztig varieties which can be degenerated to affine toric schemes defined using the
Stanley-Reisner ideal of a subword complex. The blow-up along the boundary in this
toric case is in fact Gorenstein. We show that there exists a degeneration of the blow-up
of the Kazhdan-Lusztig variety to this Gorenstein scheme, allowing us to extend this
result to Schubert varieties in general. The potential use of this one-step Gorensteiniza-
tion to describe the non-Gorenstein locus of Schubert varieties is discussed, as well as
the relationship between Gorensteinizations and the convergence of the Nash blow-up
process in the toric case.
Gorenstein varieties provide useful representatives for birational equivalence classes
as their canonical (and anticanonical) bundles are invertible. It is therefore useful to
find methods to achieve this marked improvement, a so called Gorensteinization. Such a
Gorensteinization can be difficult to describe, even for toric varieties in general, except in
the simplest cases. The fact that Schubert varieties can be locally degenerated to these
simple toric cases allows for the existence of a simple Gorensteinization by blowing-up
an explicit Weil divisor.
Schubert varieties are a well-studied class of schemes that have useful descriptions
which reduce many otherwise difficult operations to simple combinatorics. Let G be a
simple complex Lie group, and fix a maximal torus T as well as a Borel subgroup B
containing T . By the Bruhat decomposition, B acts on G/B with finitely many orbits
indexed by W , where W = NG(T )/T is the Weyl group of G. The closures of these
orbits Xw := BwB/B are called Schubert varieties.
We can define the boundary of Xw as
∂(Xw) =
⋃
vlw
Xv,
using v which are covered by w in strong Bruhat order. There is a Frobenius splitting
on Xw for which ∂(Xw) is compatibly split (see [6]). We can localize our question and
reduce to blowing-up a Kazhdan-Lusztig variety Xw ∩ Xov along its boundary. Here
∂(Xw) ∩Xov is an anticanonical divisor, and it is Cartier if and only if blowing it up is
an isomorphism. This makes it useful for detecting the Gorenstein property.
Research supported in part by an NSERC PGS-D3 Scholarship.
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2 SERGIO DA SILVA
In [19], it was shown that there exists a degeneration from a Kazhdan-Lusztig variety
to a Stanley-Reisner scheme associated to a subword complex. Subword complexes were
introduced in [20] and provide a geometric way of viewing subwords of a word written in
elements of Coxeter group. Here in the toric case, we can identify the boundary divisor
as the topological boundary of a convex region in the character lattice, and it is especially
easy to visualize the blow-up along this divisor.
Theorem 0.1. Let Y = Spec(k[x1, ..., xn]/I) where I is a square-free monomial ideal.
Then the blow-up along ∂Y is Gorenstein.
In fact, the blow-up of Y from Theorem 0.1 has an exceptional divisor whose reduction
is the natural candidate for the boundary divisor of Y˜ . We make use of the Frobenius
splitting on Y and Y˜ to determine what an anticanonical divisor for a reducible scheme
should be. In fact ∂Y˜ will be anticanonical under this definition. We check that it
is Cartier by observing that the blow-up of Y˜ along its boundary is an isomorphism.
Hence Y˜ is Gorenstein. Since being Gorenstein is open in flat families (even with this
generalized version – see Section 4), the blow-up of the Kazhdan-Lusztig variety is also
Gorenstein, proving our main theorem.
Theorem 0.2. The blow-up of a Schubert variety Xw along ∂Xw is Gorenstein.
This last implication requires a degeneration of the total transform of the Kazhdan-
Lusztig variety to the total transform of the degeneration. Blow-ups however do not in
general commute with degenerations. We show that we can choose a Gro¨bner degen-
eration of ˜Xw ∩Xov that commutes with blowing-up along the boundary divisor. This
result is a more general tool that defines a monomial weighting on a blow-up algebra
that degenerates to the blow-up algebra of a given degeneration.
Theorem 0.3. Let >λ be a term order on S = k[x1, ..., xk] defined by an integral weight
function λ : Zk → Z. Let I = 〈g1, ..., gm〉 ⊂ J = 〈g1, ..., gm+n〉 be two ideals in S each
generated by a Gro¨bner basis (with respect to λ). Then there exists an integral weight
function λ˜ : Zn+m+k → Z defining a term order >λ˜ on the blow-up algebra of S/I along
J/I which degenerates to the blow-up algebra of S/init>λ(I) along init>λ(J)/init>λ(I).
In summary, we show that the blow-up of a Schubert variety along its boundary
is Gorenstein. This Gorensteinization will prove even more useful if we can explicitly
describe the total transform X˜w. On a local level, equations for the blow-up algebra
requires an understanding of syzygies. The boundary divisor is the union of Schubert
varieties, which are each defined using determinantal polynomial equations. The union
is therefore defined by the intersection of these conditions. This local question reduces
to understanding what the syzygies are between products of determinants. While the
syzygies between the k× k minors of a given matrix are well-understood (and defined in
terms of determinants – see [25]), it is not known whether the syzygies between products
of these minors are also determinantal in nature. It is more likely that finding X˜w
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through other means is easier and would shed light on this syzygy problem. It turns out
that Bott-Samelson varieties provide a possible remedy.
Bott-Samelson varieties are commonly used as a desingularization for Schubert va-
rieties. Bott-Samelson maps are described in Section 1.5. They have combinatorial
properties whose structure is well understood. Using the universal property of blow-
up maps, we show that there exists a surjective map from a generalized Bott-Samelson
variety BSQ to X˜w. A topic for future research is to determine to what extent X˜w is
isomorphic to some piece of BSQ. The fact that X˜w is weakly normal simplifies the
problem considerably.
Proposition 0.4. A Kazhdan-Lusztig variety, its degeneration to a Stanley-Reisner
scheme, and the blow-ups along their respective boundaries are weakly normal.
This extension of Frobenius splittings to the total transform was studied in [24] when
considering blow-ups of smooth varieties along smooth centers. Whether the Frobenius
splitting extends in our case is not known, so the result in the proposition uses a different
method. The weakly normal property however allows for a critical simplification (using
a Zariski’s main theorem type of argument).
Theorem 0.5. There exists a surjective birational B-equivariant morphism ψQ : BS
Q →
X˜w which is an isomorphism iff it is a bijection on T -fixed points.
Finally, let us justify why it is worth studying Gorensteinizations in general. We offer
two applications which are topics for future study.
Then Gorenstein Locus of Xw: In the GLn case, we can describe which X
w are
Gorenstein using pattern interval avoidance. The Gorenstein locus is only conjecturally
described in such a way (see [28]). Pattern avoidance conditions for Xw other than type
A are not known.
The singular locus of Xw on the other hand is well-understood. One approach is using
the quasi-resolutions of Cortez in [7] and [8]. Here a family of these quasi-resolutions
pii : Yi → Xw are chosen, where each Yi is similar to the Bott-Samelson construction.
The singular locus of Xw can then be described as⋂
i
(pii(Sing(Yi)) ∪ Br(pii))
where Br(pii) is the branch locus of pii and Sing(Yi) is the singular locus of Yi.
Using this as motivation, we observe that in our case we have a Gorensteinization
pi : X˜w → Xw for which we hope that the non-Gorenstein locus can be described in
terms of the non-Gorenstein locus of X˜w and the branch locus of pi. Of course the
former is empty, so understanding the branch locus of pi is key (and difficult at this
point).
We thank Alexander Woo and Alexander Yong for observing this connection.
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Resolving singularities via Nash Blow-ups: Given an m-dimensional quasipro-
jective variety X ⊂ Pn, we can define a Nash blow-up as the closure of the graph of the
Gauss map,
X → Gr(m+ 1, n+ 1)
taking a smooth point to its tangent space. The question is whether repeating this process
terminates after finitely many steps (in which case we have resolved the singularities of
X). The problem remains open for toric varieties, although work has been done on this
problem with all experimental results converging in finite time (see [2]).
In the Gorensteinization process of Xw, we degenerate to the toric case and consider
the method of blowing-up boundary divisors until we have an isomorphism. While we
don’t know whether this process would terminate for toric varieties in general, we develop
ideas towards this result in the sections that follow.
The interesting connection is that this Gorensteinization process is linked to the Nash
blow-up problem. We thank John Moody for the observation that the Gorensteiniza-
tion process converging to a smooth variety implies that the Nash Blow-up process also
converges. The convergence of this Gorensteinization process corresponds to a torus equi-
variant sheaf of finite type that also contains a sheaf which determines the convergence
of the Nash blow-up process. These are both subsheaves of the Grauert-Riemenschneider
sheaf.
This exciting link between Gorensteinizations for toric varieties and resolving their
singularities via Nash blowups is certainly worth pursuing in future research.
Acknowledgments: I would like to give special thanks to my advisor Allen Knutson
for his direction and guidance all of these years. I have learned a great deal from him
and am thankful for the many projects we have worked on. I would also like to thank my
thesis committee members Yuri Berest, Michael Stillman and Ed Swartz whose support
during this process has been invaluable. Finally, thanks to Michel Brion, Karl Schwede,
Alexander Woo and Alexander Yong for their advice on a variety of topics related to this
research.
1. Preliminaries
For us, a scheme will be separated of finite type over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic 0, unless specified otherwise. A variety will be an integral scheme.
Let G be a simple complex Lie group, and fix a maximal torus T as well as a Borel
subgroup B containing T . By the Bruhat decomposition, B acts on G/B with finitely
many orbits indexed by W , where W = NG(T )/T is the Weyl group of G, and
G/B =
⊔
w∈W
BwB/B .
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For each w ∈ W , let Xwo = BwB/B, called a Schubert cell. Then its Zariski closure
is the Schubert variety Xw (note the difference in the notation Xw used by some other
authors). The left T action on Xw has finitely many T -fixed points ev := vB/B for
v ≤ w. Every point in Xw is contained in the B-orbit of some ev.
We can define the boundary of Xw using v which cover w in strong Bruhat order as
∂Xw =
⋃
vlw
Xv .
Example 1.1. In the G = GL4(C) case, it is not hard to see that the boundary of X4231
has four components given by
∂X4231 = X4213 ∪X4132 ∪X3241 ∪X2431
Recall that the dimension is computed by counting the number of inversions in the
permutation, so here
dimX4231 = 5 and dim ∂X4231 = 4.

Finally, we state a well-known result for reference.
Lemma 1.2. The Schubert variety Xw is Cohen-Macaulay and normal.
1.1. Kazhdan-Lusztig varieties. To get local equations for Xw, we resort to comput-
ing Kazhdan-Lusztig ideals (see [28, §3]) using local coordinates for G/B. There is an
isomorphism between a neighborhood of any point in G/B with a neighborhood of a
T -fixed point (using the B-action on G/B). Let Xow := B−wB/B denote the opposite
Schubert cell. To find local equations for Xw at ev, it is enough to study X
w ∩ vXoid,
where vXoid is an affine neighborhood of ev.
Lemma 1.3 (Kazhdan-Lusztig Lemma). Xw ∩ vXoid ∼= (Xw ∩Xov )× Al(v).
Proof. See 3.2 in [28]. 
The Xw∩Xov are called Kazhdan-Lusztig varieties. We justify the notation Xw instead
of Xw because of the fact that X
w ∩ Xov 6= ∅ iff w ≥ v (and conventionally posets are
drawn with larger elements on the top).
Since Xw is covered by open sets of the form Xw ∩ vXoid, it will be enough to study
Xw ∩ Xov to deduce information about Xw. We will denote the defining ideal for the
Kazhdan-Lusztig variety Xw ∩Xov by Iw,v. A simple topological computation is needed
to restrict ∂Xw to the local case:
Lemma 1.4. ∂((Xw ∩Xov )× Al(v)) = (∂Xw ∩Xov )× Al(v).
We will later see that the divisor class [∂Xw ∩Xov ] = [−KXw∩Xov ]. That is, ∂Xw ∩Xov
is an anticanonical divisor for Xw ∩Xov .
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Proposition 1.5. The blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw is Gorenstein iff the blow-up of Xw∩Xov
along ∂Xw ∩Xov is Gorenstein for each v ∈ W .
Proof. Being Gorenstein is a local property, so the result can be checked on the open sets
Xw∩vXoid. By the Kazhdan-Lusztig Lemma, we can restrict to checking (Xw∩Xov )×Al(v).
Since the blow-up of (Xw∩Xov )×Al(v) along (∂Xw∩Xov )×Al(v) is just ˜(Xw ∩Xov )×Al(v)
(ie. the product of the total transform of Xw ∩Xov with affine space), X˜w is Gorenstein
iff ˜(Xw ∩Xov ) is Gorenstein, and the result follows. 
Example 1.6. Let us compute local equations for the variety X53241 at eid. To do this
we need to intersect the Schubert conditions from the permutation matrix
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0

(which provide defining equations for pi−1(X53241) where pi : G → G/B) with the coor-
dinates from the open cell (which is isomorphic to A10)
1 0 0 0 0
z41 1 0 0 0
z31 z32 1 0 0
z21 z22 z23 1 0
z11 z12 z13 z14 1

The Schubert conditions say that the southwest-most 2 × 3 matrix has rank < 2.
Therefore the Kazhdan-Lusztig ideal is generated by the three 2× 2 minors:
Iw,v = 〈z11z22 − z12z21, z11z23 − z13z21, z12z23 − z13z22〉.

1.2. The Gorenstein property. The Gorenstein property is defined using the canon-
ical bundle, so we must take care in discussing this property for singular varieties. Let
X be a normal variety of dimension n and U its regular locus. We can define the sheaf
of differential forms of degree n on U without issues. This sheaf is invertible, and hence
is of the form OU(D) for some Cartier divisor D on U . Since codim(X \ U) ≥ 2, by
normality we can extend D to a Weil divisor on all of X which we call a canonical divisor
KX . A similar definition works for the anticanonical divisor. These divisors are unique
up to linear equivalence.
Definition 1.7. An normal algebraic variety X is Gorenstein if ωX is invertible. That
is, X is Gorenstein if KX is a Cartier divisor.
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Since Schubert varieties are normal (see Lemma 1.2), Kazhdan-Lusztig varieties are
also normal, so this definition makes sense for our purposes.
Example 1.8. In the GLn(C) case we can detect which Xw are Gorenstein using interval
pattern avoidance (see [28]). For n ≤ 5, all Xw are Gorenstein except for
X53241, X35142, X42513, X52431.

Frobenius splittings will be heavily used in later arguments which is why we work
with anticanonical divisors instead of canonical ones. This still works for the purposes of
detecting the Gorenstein property. We thank Michel Brion for the discussion regarding
this topic.
Lemma 1.9. Let X be a normal algebraic variety such that the anticanonical divisor
−KX is Cartier. Then X is Gorenstein.
Proof. If −KX is Cartier, then there exists a collection {(Ui, fi)} where the open subsets
Ui cover X and −KX is the divisor of the rational function fi. Then KX is the divisor
associated to {(Ui, 1fi )} and is also Cartier. 
1.3. The subword complex. We will see in subsequent sections that a Kazhdan-
Lusztig variety Xw ∩ Xov can be degenerated to a Stanley-Reisner scheme associated
to a subword complex. Subword complexes were first introduced by Knutson and Miller
in [21]. Given an ordered list Q of simple reflections in a Coxeter group Π and a fixed
element pi ∈ Π, one can ask about what structure can be placed on collection of subwords
Q that are also reduced expressions for pi.
Definition 1.10. Given a word Q = (σ1, ..., σm) where σi a simple reflection in Π and
some fixed element pi ∈ Π, we can define ∆(Q, pi) to be the set of subwords Q \ P where
P is a subword that contains a subsequence which is a reduced expression for pi.
The subword complex has some useful properties that are worth mentioning here
(although we will only be concerned with the case where Π is a Weyl group).
Proposition 1.11. ∆(Q, pi) is a pure simplicial complex whose facets are the subwords
Q \ P such that P ⊂ Q represents pi.
Proof. See Lemma 2.2 in [20]. 
Proposition 1.12. The subword complex ∆(Q, pi) is either a ball or sphere. A face Q\P
is in the boundary of ∆(Q, pi) iff P has Demazure product 6= pi.
Proof. See Theorem 3.7 in [20]. 
Example 1.13. Let Π = S4 and consider ∆(s3s2s3s2s3, 1432) where si is the simple
reflection swapping i and i+ 1 and pi = 1432 is a permutation. Here pi has two reduced
expressions in terms of the si, namely s3s2s3 and s2s3s2. The facets will correspond
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to subwords P of Q such that Q \ P is a reduced expression for pi. For example, the
subsequence chosen as the first and second elements of Q is denoted by s3s2−−− in the
diagram below. Its complement is −− s3s2s3 which provides a reduced expression for pi.

1.4. Frobenius splittings. As motivation for the definition below, consider a commu-
tative ring R, and let us observe that R is reduced if the map x→ xn only sends 0 to 0 for
n > 0. We would like to write this condition as ker(x→ xn) = 0, but we cannot because
the map is not linear in general. It does however make sense if we restrict to the case
that n is prime and R contains the field Fp, i.e. the map is the Frobenius endomorphism.
Then, R being reduced says that there exists a one-sided inverse to the Frobenius map.
A Frobenius splitting of an Fp-algebra R is a map ϕ : R→ R which satisfies:
(i) ϕ(a+ b) = ϕ(a) + ϕ(b)
(ii) ϕ(apb) = aϕ(b)
(iii) ϕ(1) = 1
An ideal I ⊂ R is compatibly split if ϕ(I) ⊂ I. See [19] for a more detailed exposition
on the subject.
1.4.1. The trace map. Let R = Fp[x1, ..., xn]. A simple example of a splitting on R is
the standard splitting defined on monomials m (and extended linearly). It is the pth
root map when m is a pth power and 0 otherwise. The ideals that are compatibly split
by the standard splitting are precisely the Stanley-Reisner ideals.
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More generally define the trace map Tr(·) first on monomials m (and then extend
linearly):
Tr(m) =
{
p
√
m
∏
i xi∏
i xi
if m
∏
i xi is a p
th power
0 otherwise
In general, given f ∈ R, ϕ(g) = Tr(fp−1g) defines a near splitting (taking f =∏
i xi gives the standard splitting). If in addition we have Tr(f
p−1) = 1, then we have
a Frobenius splitting. For example, xyz always defines a splitting on Fp[x, y, z] and
x2y + z3 + y3 + w7 defines a splitting on F7[w, x, y, z].
1.4.2. Frobenius splittings for schemes. More generally, let X be scheme (separated of
finite type over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0). The absolute
Frobenius morphism FX : X → X is the identity on X and the pth power map on OX .
We say that X is Frobenius split if the OX-linear map F# : OX → F∗OX splits (i.e.
there exists a map ϕ such that ϕ ◦ F# is the identity map).
Lemma 1.14. Frobenius split schemes are reduced.
Proof. See Proposition 1.2.1 in [6]. 
Just as we used (p− 1)st powers of f ∈ R[x1, ..., xn] to define splittings on An, we can
define Frobenius splittings in general using (p−1)st powers of sections of the anticanonical
bundle of X. For example, nonsingular projective irreducible curves of genus g ≥ 2 are
not split. See Sections 1.3 and 1.4 in [6] for more details regarding spitting using ω−1X
and refer to Section 1.6 for instruction on how to pass from characteristic p statements
to characteristic 0 results.
Proposition 1.15. There exists a Frobenius splitting of G/B which compatibly splits all
Schubert subvarieties Xw and and opposite Schubert subvarieties Xw.
Proof. See Section 2.3 in [6]. 
Corollary 1.16. There is a Frobenius splitting of the Kazhdan-Lusztig variety Xw ∩Xov
which compatibly splits ∂Xw ∩Xov .
Proof. The intersection and union of compatibly split subvarieties is again compatibly
split, so the result follows by Proposition 1.15. 
1.5. Bott-Samelson resolutions. Let Q = (w1, ..., wk), where wi ∈ W . A generalized
Bott-Samelson variety BSQ is the quotient of Bw1B× ...×BwkB by the Bk action given
by:
(b1, ..., bk) · (p1, ..., pk) := (p1b−11 , b1p2b−12 , ..., bk−1pkb−1k ).
If we let ×B denote the quotient by the above action for the k = 2 case, we can write
BSQ as Bw1B ×B ...×B BwkB/B.
We can define Dem(Q) inductively as
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Dem((Q,si)) =
{
Dem(Q)·si l(Dem(Q·si)) > l(Dem(Q))
Dem(Q) otherwise
where the Demazure product of the empty word is the identity. Then the B-equivariant
map
ϕQ : Bw1B ×B ...×B BwkB/B → G/B
defined by (p1, ..., pk)→ p1 · ... · pkB/B maps onto XDem(Q).
Sub Bott-Samelson varieties BSR ⊂ BSQ are naturally defined by taking R =
(v1, ..., vk) where vi ≤ wi.
Lemma 1.17. Let Q = (w1, ..., wk) where wi is a simple reflection ski ∈ W . Then BSQ
is smooth.
Proof. As seen in [10]: In this case, BwiB ∼= Pki is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G.
Then BSQ is just an iterated P1-bundle and ϕQ defines a resolution of singularities for
Xw. 
See [13] for an example of how to visualize the BSQ in Lemma 1.17 in the context of
flag varieties. Although BSQ is not smooth in general, it is Cohen-Macaulay and normal.
Lemma 1.18. The Bott-Samelson variety BSQ is both Cohen-Macaulay and normal.
Proof. As seen in [10]: Using the projection map
Bw1B ×B ...×B BwkB/B → Bw1B ×B ...×B Bwk−1B/B
it is easy to see that BSQ is just an iterated Schubert variety bundle over Xw. It is well
known that Xw is both Cohen-Macaulay and normal. Since both of these conditions are
local, and since the bundle map above is locally trivial, it follows by induction that BSQ
also has these properties. 
Lemma 1.19. Let ϕQ be a Bott-Samelson map with Q = (w1, ..., wk). Then ϕQ is always
a proper map. Furthermore, ϕQ is birational if and only if Dem(Q) =
∏
wi (in which
case we say Q is reduced).
Proof. As seen in [10]: Since BSQ and Xw are projective, they are both proper over C
so ϕQ must be proper also. The second statement follows from the fact that ϕQ is an
isomorphism away from the sub Bott-Samelson varieties BSR where R is not reduced.
Then Q is reduced iff R 6= Q. 
1.6. Geometric vertex decomposition. Before we describe the degeneration of Xw∩
Xov to the Stanley-Reisner scheme, let us define the geometric vertex decomposition
(see the work of Knutson in [18] and [19]).
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We start with an integral variety X ⊂ An. Let us write An = H × L, with H a
hyperplane and L a line. Consider the action of Gm on An by
z · (x, l) = (x, zl)
and let us define
X ′ = lim
t→0
t ·X.
Here X ′ is a limit scheme. That is, it is the zero fibre of⋃
z∈Gm
z × (z ·X) ⊂ A1 × (H × L).
There is a simple way to compute X ′ set-theoretically. Let Π ⊂ H be the closure of
the image of the projection of X to H. We will denote the closure of X in H×(L∪{∞})
by X¯. Finally, define Λ ⊂ H by Λ× {∞} = X¯ ∩ (H × {∞}) = X¯ \X.
Lemma 1.20. The limit scheme X ′ of the geometric vertex decomposition can be de-
scribed as a set by
X ′ = (Π× {0}) ∪Λ×0 (Λ× L).
Example 1.21. Let us write A2 = H × L where H is the x-axis and L is the y-axis.
Consider the variety X defined by xy−1 = 0. The closure of the projection of X onto H
is exactly H. Similarly, it is not hard to see that Λ×L is the y-axis, and by the Lemma,
X ′ is the union of the two axes. 
This definition generalizes if we take H to be some general scheme, as long as L remains
A1.
The degeneration that appears in the next section can be shown inductively by using
geometric vertex decomposition applied to a Kazhdan-Lusztig variety KL1 where H can
be chosen so that Π = KL2 and Λ = KL3 are two other Kazhdan-Lusztig varieties.
More precisely, let Xw|v := Xw ∩ (vN−B+/B+) where vN−B+/B+ is the permuted big
cell (called a Schubert patch on Xw).
Theorem 1.22 (Theorem 2, [18]). Let v, w be elements of W . If Xw|v 6= ∅, then v ≥ w
in the Bruhat order. Assume this hereafter.
If v = 1, then w = 1 and Xw|v = N−B+/B+. Otherwise, there exists a simple root
α such that vrα < v in the Bruhat order. Let X
′ be the degeneration of Xw|v described
above.
• If wrα > w, then X ′ = Xw|v (the limiting process is trivial), and
Xw|v ∼= Π× A1−v·α , Xw|vrα ∼= Π× A1v·α
for the same Π.
• If wrα < w but w  vrα, then X ′ = Xw|v (again, the limiting process is trivial),
and
Xwrα|vrα ∼= Xw|v × A1v·α.
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• If wrα < w ≤ vrα, then X ′ is reduced, and has two components:
X ′ = (Π× 0) ∪Λ×{0} (Λ× A1−v·α)
where Π× A1v·α ∼= Xwrα|vrα and Λ× A1v·α ∼= Xw|vrα .
Simply put, we can degenerate KL1 as:
KL1  KL2 ∪0×KL3 (A1 ×KL3).
We want to emphasize that this limit is in fact reduced. This inductive version of the
degeneration can be found in greater detail in [18] and [19].
2. Degenerating to the toric case
We will now consider the degeneration of the Kazdhdan-Lusztig variety Xw ∩ Xov to
a Stanley-Reisner scheme. To give a picture of what will occur later in this section, we
provide a motivational example.
Example 2.1. In the GLn(C) case, consider X53241 ∩Xo12345. Then by Example 1.6 we
have
Iw,v = 〈z11z22 − z12z21, z11z23 − z13z21, z12z23 − z13z22〉
Consider the term order where z11 > z21 > ... > z12 > ... > z55. Then
init(Iw,v) = 〈z11z22, z11z23, z12z23〉
This is the Stanley-Reisner ideal of the subword complex ∆(Q, 12345) (the vertex z13
is a cone vertex and has not been drawn below).
Note: The fact that these “Woo-Yong” coordinates in [28] are equivalent to Bott-
Samelson coordinates in this case follows from [29]. 
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Theorem 2.2. Given ϕQ : BS
Q → G/B, consider ϕ−1Q (Xw) ⊂ A|Q| and denote its ideal
by Iw. Then Jw := init(Iw) is a squarefree monomial ideal. Its prime components are
coordinate ideals CF where Q \ F is a reduced word for w.
Proof. See [19, §7.3]. 
This theorem is stated in terms of Xw ∩Xvo with Q a reduced word for v. Multiplying
by the long Weyl group element w0 gives us our form of Kazhdan-Lusztig variety intro-
duced in Section 1.1. We therefore denote the simplicial complex associated to Iw,v by
∆(Q,w) where Q is reduced word for the permutation v. This is the subword complex
introduced in Section 1.3
Theorem 2.3. The subword complex ∆(Q,w) is homeomorphic to a ball and is shellable.
Its boundary sphere is ⋃
w′mw
∆(Q,w′).
We will denote its defining ideal by ∂Iw,v := ∩wmw′Iw′,v.
Proof. See [20]. 
Corollary 2.4. Properties of Iw,v:
• Each Iw,v is Cohen-Macaulay.
• Each Iw,v is normal and ∂Iw,v defines an anitcanonical divisor.
• Iw,v = ∩w′mw,biGrassmannianIw′,v. The concatenation of Grobner bases for the maxi-
mal biGrassmannians ≤ w provides a Grobner basis for Iw,v.
• Consider the poset morphism m : 2Q → W given by F → Dem(Q \ F ).
Then ∆(Q,w) = m−1([w,w0]). That is, m defines a “Bruhat decomposition for
∆(Q,w)”.
Proof. A combination of results from [19] and [20]. 
2.1. Combinatorics. We wish to understand what happens when we blow-up the toric
scheme (coming from the degeneration) along its boundary.
First recall that a normal (irreducible) variety containing a torus T ∼= (Gm)n as an
open subset, where the action of T on itself extends to an action of X is called a toric
variety. The boundary of X is then defined as ∂X = X \ T . Denote the coordinate
ring of X by R[X] = k[x1, ..., xn]/IX . To each affine toric variety X we can associate
a convex rational polyhedral cone σX contained in the character lattice MR. This cone
defines a saturated affine semigroup SσX such that X = Spec(k[SσX ]) (we are using the
notation in [9, §1]). The irreducible components D1, ..., Dn of ∂X are defined as the
vanishing of a primitive character in MR and correspond to the facets of σX . Here ∂X is
the anticanonical divisor (up to linear equivalence). See [9] for more information about
the correspondence between X and a cone or polytope in the character lattice.
A blow-up of an affine X along a (reduced) torus invariant subvariety of ∂X can be
viewed in the character lattice as “planing off” the corresponding faces of σX . That is,
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it can viewed by taking the convex hull of the lattice points that remain after removing
components of the boundary. For now we will consider the combinatorics of such an
operation and save the geometric questions for the next section.
We will be working with reducible toric schemes which can be associated to convex
polytopal complexes. A lattice polytopal complex ∆ is a union of lattice polytopes
such that the intersection of any two is also a lattice polytope contained in ∆. The
boundary ∂∆ of ∆ is the union of polytopes which form the boundary of the convex
region ∆. Affine toric schemes can then be associated to the cone on ∆, denoted by
Cone(∆) or C(∆).
Just as in the irreducible case, the blow-up of a lattice polytopal complex ∆ along
a subcomplex ∆′ ⊂ ∂∆ is the polytopal complex ∆˜ resulting from taking the convex hull
of the lattice points in ∆ \∆′.
We need to show that this operation in the character lattice MR is indeed the correct
picture to visualize the Rees algebra R[It] =
⊕
k≥0 I
ktk for the blow-up of X along the
reduced subscheme (∂X)′ (corresponding to ∆ and ∆′ respectively).
Lemma 2.5. Let X be an affine toric scheme associated to a polyhedral complex ∆ ⊂MR
(so that X = Spec(k[SC(∆)])). Then the blow-up of X along a torus invariant subscheme
(∂X)′ ⊂ ∂X is again a toric scheme that can be associated to the blow-up of ∆ along ∆′.
Proof. Let I be the defining ideal for (∂X)′. The blow-up algebra R[It] is generated by
I in degree one over R[X]. In the character lattice, R[X] can be viewed as C(∆) and
I as C(∆˜). We observe that the weights of Ik scaled by 1
k
form the same cone C(∆˜) in
degree one (except using a denser lattice). Therefore it suffices to compute X˜ using the
weights in the blow-up of ∆ along ∆′. In fact X˜ = Proj(k[S
C˜(∆)
]). 
After the first blow-up, our scheme is no longer affine. To continue viewing the blow-
up as in Lemma 2.5, we just need to cover the total transform with affine charts and
patch together the results.
Example 2.6. The blow-up of C2 at the origin can viewed in the character lattice as
the first region in the figure below. The origin of C2 corresponds to the origin of the
first quadrant. After removing it and taking the convex hull of the lattice points that
remain, we are left with the first picture below corresponding to I = 〈x, y〉. We can
obtain the diagram for I2 by planing off the diagonal an extra step inward (the second
diagram below). This new diagram scaled by 1
2
is the original one with a denser lattice.
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
Given the cone on ∆, let pi1(C(∆)) = Conv(C(∆)\∂C(∆)). We can perform the same
operation on pi1(C(∆)) by taking the convex hull after removing the boundary, and we
will denote this by pi2(C(∆)). Continuing this process, we have the following sequence:
...→ pi3(C(∆))→ pi2(C(∆))→ pi1(C(∆))→ pi0(C(∆)) = C(∆)
We will say that C(∆) is stable if there exists a k > 0 such that the toric scheme
associated to pik(C(∆)) is isomorphic to the toric scheme associated to pik−1(C(∆)). In
this case we will simply say that pik(C(∆)) and pik−1(C(∆)) are equivalent.
The most basic simplicial complex, just a single standard simplex, stabilizes very
quickly, even if we only remove a portion of the boundary. This single example is the
only case we actually need to extend the result to Stanley-Reisner complexes.
Lemma 2.7. Let ∆ be the standard simplex in An. Let ∆′ be some proper simplicial
subcomplex of ∆. Let ∆˜ = Conv(C(∆) \C(∆′)) and let ∆˜′ ⊂ ∆˜ be the exceptional facets
(those facets in ∆˜ not originally in ∆). Then the blow-up of ∆˜ along ∆˜′ is equivalent to
∆˜.
Proof. First consider the case that ∆′ is just one face of ∆. We may assume by a change
of coordinates that it is defined by
{x1 = ... = xk = 0} ∩∆ for 1 < k < n
Taking the convex hull of C(∆) \ C(∆′) is equivalent to intersecting C(∆) with the
half space H+1 = {x1 + ... + xk ≥ 1} (since this has removed the portion where {x1 =
... = xk = 0} leaving only lattice points where at least one xi > 0). The new facet of the
boundary ∆˜′ consists of the polytope C(∆) ∩ {x1 + ...+ xk = 1}.
Blowing-up once more would result in a region given by intersecting C(∆) with half
space H+2 = {x1 + ...+ xk ≥ 2} and boundary defined by x1 + ...+ xk = 2.
It is clear that both correspond to isomorphic copies (using a Veronese map giving
different embeddings) of the blow-up of An along {x1 = ... = xk = 0}, hence we have
stability.
The case for general ∆′ easily follows. 
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The simplicial complexes we will be concerned with are those that come from Stanley-
Reisner ideals. A Stanley-Reisner complex is a simplicial complex whose face ideal
is generated by square-free monomials. The advantage to working with such complexes
is that their simplices are stable.
Lemma 2.8. Let I ⊂ k[x1, ..., xn] be an ideal generated by square-free monomials. Then
the affine semigroup SC(∆I) in the character lattice MR associated to the reducible affine
toric scheme
X = Spec(k[x1, ..., xn]/I)
is the cone on the Stanley-Reisner complex ∆I . Furthermore, each simplicial cone in
C(∆I) is isomorphic to the cone on a standard simplex.
Proof. Since I is a square free monomial ideal, each component of I corresponds to
a coordinate subspace of An. It is an easy exercise to check that the cones in MR
corresponding to each component are isomorphic to some orthant Ak, which is the cone
on some standard simplex in the appropriate coordinates. The gluing of these simplices
must occur along faces which are not in the face ideal I.

Example 2.9. Consider C[w, x, y, z]/〈wz〉. There are two components in this affine
scheme defined by w = 0 and z = 0. The w = 0 component is given by Spec(C[x, y, z])
which corresponds to the orthant C3≥0 in the character lattice. A similar statement holds
for the z = 0 component. Since wz = 0, adding the generator of the w-axis and the
generator for the z-axis results in 0, a relation demonstrated by the gluing of one facet
from each simplex (corresponding to the gluing along the xy-plane).

Theorem 2.10. Let ∆I be as in Lemma 2.8. Then the blow-up of ∆I along ∂∆I is
stable. Even more, pi2(C(∆I)) = pi
1(C(∆I)).
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Proof. It suffices to show that each simplex σ ∈ ∆I blown up along σ∩∂∆I is stable. By
Lemma 2.8, each simplex σ is isomorphic to the standard simplex. Therefore the result
holds by Lemma 2.7. 
Example 2.11. We observe that the subword complex from Example 2.1 is stable.
Removing the boundary and taking the convex hull would produce the blue polytopal
complex. It is clear that doing this process once more produces an isomorphism.

2.2. Boundary divisors and Gorenstein toric varieties. In Section 2.1, we showed
that blowing-up a Stanley-Reisner scheme along the boundary twice yields an isomor-
phism. Let us recall the following fact that follows immediately from the universal
property of blow-ups (see Section 5.2):
Lemma 2.12. The blow-up of a scheme X along some closed subscheme Y is an iso-
morphism iff Y is an effective Cartier divisor of X.
This means that the (reduced) boundary divisor is Cartier after the first blow-up in
the sequence described above.
Proposition 2.13. Let X be a Stanley-Reisner scheme, and consider the sequence
X = X0
pi0← X1 pi1← X2
where pii is the blow-up of Xi along the reduction of the boundary ∂Xi and X1 and X2
are the total transforms. Then ∂X1 is an effective Cartier divisor.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.10, the polytopal complexes ∆1 and ∆2 associated to X1 and X2
are equivalent. Therefore X1 is isomorphic to X2. By Lemma 2.12, ∂X1 is a Cartier
divisor. 
Note that the process in Section 2.1 defines the boundary ∂X1 as the reduction of the
exceptional divisor. The components of the exceptional divisor could a priori have mul-
tiplicity > 1, which means that the blow-up along ∂X1 would correspond to a weighted
removal of the boundary followed by taking the convex hull of what remains. While the
exceptional divisor is Cartier, its reduction might not be, and in general this might not
produce an isomorphism like in Proposition 2.13.
In the Stanley-Reisner case however, the reduced boundary divisor of the total trans-
form is Cartier, but it is not immediately clear that it is the boundary divisor in the
sense that we want it to be. That is, we do not know whether ∂X1 is anticanonical. We
will use Frobenius splittings to guide our understanding of anticanonical for reducible
schemes. First note that irreducible normal toric varieties are easy to Frobenius split.
Lemma 2.14. Let X be a toric variety (irreducible and normal). Let t1, ..., tn be the
coordinates on the torus T coming from Gm. Then
σ =
dt1 ∧ ... ∧ dtn
t1...tn
is a rational section of ωX and σ
1−p defines the unique T -invariant splitting of X that
compatibly splits ∂X.
Proof. See Exercise 1.3.6 in [6]. 
In fact weakly normal toric schemes (see Section 5.2) are also Frobenius split by the
standard splitting. Furthermore, the blow-up of a weakly normal scheme along a weakly
integrally closed ideal is again weakly normal. This is enough to show that the total
transform is again Frobenius split. A second proof is provided below, one that is easier
to visualize.
Proposition 2.15. Let X be a weakly normal affine toric scheme. Then the blow-up of
X along ∂X is also Frobenius split.
Proof. Weakly normal toric schemes are Frobenius split by the standard splitting. Since
X is affine, there is a polyhedral complex ∆ such that Cone(∆) defines an affine semi-
group in the character lattice MR associated to X.
One can check that X is Frobenius split by the standard splitting iff the following
condition holds:
(pa1, ..., pan) ∈ Cone(∆) ∩ Zn ⇒ (a1, ..., an) ∈ Cone(∆) ∩ Zn
In other words, the standard splitting acts as the multiplication by 1
p
map on lattice
points.
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The blow-up of X along ∂X can be viewed in the character lattice by taking the convex
hull of the lattice points in Cone(∆) \ Cone(∂(∆)) by Section 2.1. Suppose the total
transform was not Frobenius split by the standard splitting. Then there would be a lattice
points L = (pa1, ..., pan) ∈ ˜Cone(∆) such that 1pL /∈ ˜Cone(∆). Since 1pL ∈ Cone(∆), we
conclude that 1
p
L ∈ Cone(∂(∆)). But then L ∈ Cone(∂(∆)) (since it is a cone) which
means that L couldn’t be in ˜Cone(∆), a contradiction. 
Corollary 2.16. Let X be a Stanley-Reisner scheme. Then X is Frobenius split by the
standard splitting.
Proof. The components of X and the components of their intersections are coordinate
subspaces, so each component is normal and each split by the standard splitting. 
In the (irreducible) toric variety case, the blow-up along the boundary is Frobenius
split by the standard splitting. By Section 1.4, the standard splitting is defined using the
unique toric invariant section of the anticanonical bundle, which has to be the boundary
divisor. In this way we know that the boundary of the total transform is anticanonical.
We are dealing with reducible toric schemes however, so we need to take greater care
in how we show that the boundary divisor is anticanonical. We have shown that the
total transform of a Frobenius split toric variety is again split. This Frobenius splitting
however does not necessarily come from a section of the anticanonical bundle as in Section
1.4. At this point we need to decide how we want to define the anticanonical divisor for
reducible schemes.
As motivation, recall that by Theorem 2.3 we know that the ∂Xw ∩ Xvo degenerates
to the boundary of a subword complex. We would like to say that the anticanonical
divisor ∂Xw∩Xvo has degenerated to an anticanonical divisor. Consider Example 2.9. In
this case, we don’t want to include the interior facet corresponding to the gluing of two
orthants along the coordinate subspace w = z = 0. Let us also adopt the philosophy that
anticanonical sections should tell us what is Frobenius split. We know that w = z = 0
is Frobenius split if w = 0 and z = 0 are, further showing that interior components used
for gluing shouldn’t be included in our definition of anticanonical.
By Section 1.2, we know how to define the anticanonical bundle for normal varieties.
Given a reduced equidimensional algebraic variety X, let us denote its normalization by
ν : X¯ → X. In this normalization process, irreducible components of X have become
disjoint. Suppose also that the irreducible components of X are normal. Then the
ramification locus R ⊂ X¯ of ν is just the fibre over the intersection of the components (in
our previous example, w = z = 0). This ramification locus together with the components
coming from the boundary of X should be anticanonical (in the usual sense) in X¯. This
motivates the following definition:
Definition 2.17. Let X be a reduced equidimensional scheme whose irreducible compo-
nents are normal. Let ν : X¯ → X be its normalization and R ⊂ X¯ the ramification
locus. A divisor D ⊂ X is called anticanonical if:
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• (ν−1(D) ∪R) ∩ X¯reg is anticanonical in X¯reg
• codim(ν−1(D) ∩R) > 1.
The last condition ensures that invariant toric divisors in a toric scheme X are either
part of the branch locus or part of the anticanonical divisor of X (indeed it forces the
branch locus to be a divisor). We get the following immediate results from the definition:
Lemma 2.18. Let X be a reduced equidimensional toric scheme associated to the poly-
topal complex ∆. Suppose that ∆ is homeomorphic to a ball or sphere. Also assume that
the components of X are normal. Then ∂∆ is anticanonical.
Proof. Let ν : X¯ → X be the normalization map. Since the components of X are normal,
the ramification locus R of ν is just the fibre over facets of ∆ \ ∂∆. Then R ∪ ν−1(∂∆)
is just the union of the toric invariant divisors corresponding to the boundary of each
irreducible component, so is anticanonical in X¯ by 2.14.
Since ∆ is a ball or sphere, the intersection of the branch locus and D has codimension
> 1. 
Corollary 2.19. Let X be an affine toric scheme associated to the subword complex
∆ = ∆(Q,w). Then ∂X is anticanonical.
Proof. By Section 1.3, ∆ is a ball or sphere. 
Proposition 2.20. Let X be as in Lemma 2.19. Then the boundary divisor of the
blow-up of X along ∂X is an anticanonical divisor.
Proof. Each irreducible component in the total transform remains normal. Indeed the
affine semigroup S in the character lattice corresponding to each component remains
saturated. Seen another way, the blow-up of a normal scheme along an integrally closed
ideal is again normal. Each component was a coordinate subspace, and their boundaries
and intersections were again coordinate subspaces.
It is clear that the blow-up of ∆ along ∂∆ remains a ball or sphere. 
Corollary 2.21. Let X be a Stanley-Reisner scheme. The blow-up of X along its bound-
ary ∂X is Gorenstein.
Proof. By Proposition 2.20, the boundary divisor of the blow-up is an anticanonical
divisor. By Proposition 2.13, it is also an effective Cartier divisor. By Lemma 1.9, the
blow-up is Gorenstein. 
We have shown that the blow-up of the degeneration is Gorenstein. What remains
is to show that the blow-up of Xw ∩ Xov along ∂Xw ∩ Xov can be degenerated to this
Gorenstein variety. This is the content of the next section.
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3. Degenerating blow-up algebras
To understand under what conditions the degeneration of the Rees algebra is the Rees
algebra of the degeneration, we utilize some well-known results involving Gro¨bner bases
and syzygies. Given a finite set of {p1, ..., pr} ⊂ S = k[x1, ..., xk], we define
Syz({pi}) =
{∑
aii ∈ 〈1, ..., r〉 ≤ S[1, ..., r] :
∑
(aii)
∣∣
i=pi
= 0
}
.
When dealing with syzygies, we usually require the coefficients ai ∈ S, which is why
we talk about syzygy modules over S, viewing the relations as the kernel of a map
Sr → S. In our case it is easier to deal with ideals, so we allow the coefficients ai to be in
S[1, ..., r]. Note that Syz({pi}) is just the ideal generated by the first syzygy equations
(see Lemma 3.2).
The first lemma rewrites the Rees algebras we are concerned with in a convenient form
to utilize results about syzygies.
Lemma 3.1. Let I = 〈g1, ..., gm〉 ⊂ J = 〈g1, ..., gm+n〉 be two ideals in S = k[x1, ..., xk].
Denote S/I and J/I by S¯ and J¯ respectively. Then
S¯[tJ¯ ] ∼= S[1, ..., m+n]/(I + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({gi})).
Proof. Consider the map
ϕ : S[1, ..., m+n]→ S¯[tJ¯ ]
defined on generators by i → tg¯i (note that tI ≤ tJ). Let us compute ker(ϕ).
Given f ∈ S[1, ..., m+n], we can write f = h0 + ...+hk using the standard grading on
S[1, ..., m+n], generated in degree one by the i. It then suffices to show the result for
f = f0 +
∑n
i=1 fii where fi ∈ S and extend to other degrees as needed. Now
ϕ(f) = f¯0 + t
m+n∑
i=1
f¯ig¯i.
Then ϕ(f) ∈ I iff f0 ∈ I and
∑n+m
i=m+1 figi ∈ I (the gi for i = 1, ...,m are already in I).
Now
∑m+n
i=m+1 figi ∈ I means that there exists hi ∈ S such that
∑m+n
i=m+1 figi −∑m
j=1 hjgj = 0 in S. This relation is contained in Syz({gi}). Then
f = f0 +
m+n∑
i=m+1
fii −
m∑
j=1
hjj +
m∑
j=1
(fj + hj)j ∈ I + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({gi}).
The reverse containment is easy to check. 
Writing the Rees algebra in this way allows us to work in S instead of S/I and to
then use standard results about computing syzygies using Gro¨bner bases. To properly
rewrite the Rees algebra in this form however, we needed to consider the syzygies on
the generators of both I and J instead of just J (which gives the extra relations on
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generators of J that land in I). The phrasing of the next lemma in using both I and J
would otherwise seem a little strange without viewing it in this context.
Lemma 3.2. Using the notation of Lemma 3.1, suppose that the generators for I and J
are also Gro¨bner bases with respect to some monomial ordering on S. Define
σij = mjii −mijj
τij = mjii −mijj −
∑
u
f (ij)u u
where mij = init(gi)/GCD(init(gi), init(gj)) ∈ S and the f (ij)u come from the divi-
sion algorithm applied to mjigi − mijgj . Then Syz({gi}) is generated by the τij and
Syz({init(gi)}) is generated by the σij.
Proof. Note that since I ⊂ J, {g1, ..., gm, gm+1, ..., gm+n} is a Gro¨bner basis for J =
I +J . The result follows from Lemma 15.1, Theorem 15.8 (Buchberger’s Criterion), and
Theorem 15.10 (Schreyer’s theorem) in [12]. 
We now define the crucial ordering on the extra variables i to introduce a meaningful
degeneration of the blow-up algebra.
Lemma 3.3. Let >λ be a term order on S = k[x1, ..., xk] defined by an integral weight
function λ : Zk → Z. Using the notation of Lemma 3.2, consider the integral weighting
λ˜ defined on generators by
λ˜(z) =
{
λ(init>λ(gi)) if z = i,
λ(xj) if z = xj
Then, {g1, ..., gm, 1, ..., m} ∪ {τij} is a Gro¨bner basis with respect to <λ˜ for I +
〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({gi}) and its initial ideal is
init>λ(I) + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({init>λ(gi)}).
Proof. This is a variation of the proof in Schreyer’s theorem (see Theorem 15.10 in [12]).
Observe that
init(τij) = mjii −mijj
since mjiinit(gi) = mijinit(gj) and because these terms are greater than any that appear
in the f
(ij)
u u as a result of the division algorithm.
First, we will show that the τij don’t just generate Syz({gi}) but are a Gro¨bner basis
for it. Let τ =
∑
hvv be a syzygy of {gi} (with terms that can be cancelled already
eliminated). For each index v, set nvv = init(hvv). Let q be the maximum weight of a
term in τ . Then let σ =
∑
nvv such that λ˜(nvv) = q. That is, init(τ) = σ.
Notice that since τ was a syzygy of the gi, σ must be a syzygy of the init(gi). Indeed
τ gives rise to the relation
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∑
weight q
nvv +
∑
u
auu = 0
by separating the terms from the relation provided by σ with the remaining terms. Then∑
weight q
nvv = −
∑
u
auu.
If
∑
weight q nvv 6= 0, then the left hand side would contain a term with weight q. The
right hand side necessarily has weight strictly less than q, a contradiction.
Thus σ is a syzygy of the init(gi) and therefore is in the ideal generated by the σij by
Lemma 3.2. Since init(τij) = σij, we are done.
Next, let f ∈ I + 〈1, ..., m〉 + Syz({gi}). The worry at this point should be that
cancellation results in an init(f) not in our target ideal. For example, perhaps some
element in I + 〈1, ..., m〉 can be used to eliminate the mjii −mijj in some τij leaving
only
∑
u f
(ij)
u u terms not found in Syz({init(gi)}).
Let m be a term in init(f). Clearly if m was a leading term for an element in I +
〈1, ..., m〉, then m ∈ init(I) + 〈1, ..., m〉. Otherwise, m is a leading term of some
combination involving a τij, and there are 2 cases to consider. Fix (i, j) = (i0, j0).
If m is a multiple of a term in τi0j0 where at least one i0 and j0 are in 〈m+1, ..., m+n〉,
we are done since no cancellation is possible to eliminate these leading terms, so m ∈
init(I) + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({init(gi)})
If both i0 and j0 are in 〈1, ..., m〉, then the division algorithm applied to (mj0i0i0 −
mi0j0j0)|i=gi ∈ I would have produced f (i0j0)u also contained in I since the g1, ..., gm are
a Gro¨bner basis for I, and such a decomposition for ideal containment is unique. Then
m ∈ init(I) + 〈1, ..., m〉, completing the proof.

Theorem 3.4. Let >λ be a term order on S = k[x1, ..., xk] defined by an integral weight
function λ : Zk → Z. Let I = 〈g1, ..., gm〉 ⊂ J = 〈g1, ..., gm+n〉 be two ideals in S
each generated by a Gro¨bner basis (with respect to λ). Then there exists an integral
weight function λ˜ : Zn+m+k → Z defining a term order >λ˜ on the blow-up algebra of
S/I along J/I which Gro¨bner degenerates to the blow-up algebra of S/init>λ(I) along
init>λ(J)/init>λ(I).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the blow-up algebra S¯[tJ¯ ] is isomorphic to
S[1, ..., m+n]/(I + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({gi}))
We know that this degenerates to
S[1, ..., m+n]/(init>λ(I) + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({init>λ(gi)}))
using the integral weighting λ˜ defined in Lemma 3.3.
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On the other hand, S/I and J/I degenerate to S/init>λ(I) and init>λ(J)/init>λ(I).
By Lemma 3.1, the blow-up algebra of S/init>λ(I) along init>λ(J)/init>λ(I) is
S[1, ..., m+n]/(init>λ(I) + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({init>λ(gi)}))
as required.

Corollary 3.5. The blow-up of a Kazhdan-Lusztig variety along its boundary commutes
with the degeneration in Section 2 using the integral weight function λ˜ in Theorem 3.4.
Proof. Let I be the generating ideal for the Kazhdan-Lusztig variety and J the gen-
erating ideal for its boundary. Choose an integral weight function λ that produces the
lexicographic ordering for the equations in I and J (ie. the λ needed for the degeneration
in Section 2). The result follows. 
4. The blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw
We need to show that the general definition of Gorenstein presented in 2.17 is an
uppersemicontinuous property. This means that it is an open condition in flat families
so that checking the Gorenstein property on the special fibre is sufficient for showing it
on the general fibre. To achieve this, we need to check that the property of a sheaf being
dualizing is open.
Let X be a proper scheme of dimension n over k. Recall that κ is said to be a dualizing
sheaf if:
• Hn(X, κ) ∼= k
• For all coherent sheaves F , the following map is a perfect pairing:
H i(X,F)×Hn−i(X,F∗ ⊗ κ)→ Hn(X, κ).
Suppose we are given a flat familyM over A1 (whereM is a proper scheme of dimension
n over k) such that Mt Gro¨bner degenerates to M0. Suppose we also have a coherent
sheaf κt over Mt that degenerates to κ0 over M0. Then the pair (Mt, κt) has been
Gro¨bner degenerated to (M0, κ0). We would like to know whether κ0 being a dualizing
sheaf implies that κt is dualizing as well.
The perfect pairing property from the definition is already an open condition since it
can be rephrased as a map into the dual space being an isomorphism. The first condition
however may not be open in general. In fact Hn(Mt, κt) can jump in dimension on the
special fibre. In particular, if Hn(M0, κ0) ∼= k, then Hn(Mt, κt) ∼= k or 0. What is true
however, is that
Hn−1(M0, κ0) = 0⇒ Hn(Mt, κt) ∼= k
Indeed, Hn−1(M0, κ0) = 0 implies that no such jump in dimension occurred at the special
fibre, therefore Hn(Mt, κt) ∼= k as required.
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Proposition 4.1. Let (Mt, κt) Gro¨bner degenerate to (M0, κ0) as above. Suppose also
that Hn−1(M0, κ0) = 0. Then κt is a dualizing sheaf if κ0 is.
In the case that concerns us, we know that ˜Xw ∩Xov Gro¨bner degenerates to M0 =
Proj(R[t(initJw,v)]) (the total transform of a Stanley-Reisner scheme), extending the
degeneration from Section 2. In particular, the exceptional divisor E in ˜Xw ∩Xov must
degenerate to the boundary divisor E0 = ∂M0 (which was the exceptional divisor in the
toric case).
We know that E0 is a Cartier anticanonical divisor (as defined in 2.17) which we can
use to define our prospective κ0. For each Mt in the degeneration above, we have a
reduced Cartier exceptional divisor Et such that −Et is also Cartier. We can then define
κt = O(−Et). Since κ1 is coherent, we can give it a finite presentation, and take the
Gro¨bner limit in the Quot scheme to define κ0.
We need only check that it is dualizing and that Hn−1(M0, κ0) = 0. In fact we can
deduce these cohomology conditions on M0 from its normalization.
We know that M0 is equidimensional and has normal components. We will first show
that κ0 is a dualizing sheaf when M0 has two components whose intersection has codi-
mension one and is also normal. Say M0 = X ∪ Y . Given a coherent sheaf F on M0, we
have the short exact sequence:
0→ F → F|X ⊕F|Y → F|X∩Y → 0
which gives rise to the long exact sequence in sheaf cohomology:
...→ H i−1(F|X∩Y )→ H i(F|X∪Y )→ H i(F|XunionsqY )→ ....
Let F = κ0. Since the normalization of M0 is just X unionsq Y (which is normal), and since
X ∩ Y has dimension n− 1 and is also normal, we have that
0 = Hn−2(X ∩ Y,F|X∩Y )→ Hn−1(X ∪ Y,F|X∪Y )→ Hn−1(X unionsq Y,F|XunionsqY ) = 0
forcing Hn−1(X ∪ Y,F|X∪Y ) = 0 as required.
The perfect pairing condition also follows from the normal cases X unionsq Y and X ∩ Y .
We have a natural map piZ : H
i(Z,F|Z)→ Hn−i(Z,F∗|Z)∗ which is an isomorphism for
Z = X unionsq Y,X ∩ Y . We can draw the commuting diagram:
H i−1(F|XunionsqY ) H i(F|X∩Y ) H i(F|X∪Y ) H i(F|XunionsqY ) H i+1(F|X∩Y )
Hn−i+1(F∗|XunionsqY )∗ Hn−i(F∗|X∩Y )∗ Hn−i(F∗|X∪Y )∗ Hn−i(F∗|XunionsqY )∗ Hn−i−1(F∗|X∩Y )∗
By the five lemma, piX∪Y will also be an isomorphism.
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We can now prove the result for a general union using the inductive version of the de-
generation of a Kazhdan-Lusztig variety KL1 to the Stanley-Reisner scheme (see Section
1.6). Recall that KL1 can be degenerated as
KL1  KL2 ∪0×KL3 (A1 ×KL3)
as shown in [18].
We have proven the base case above. If we now assume that the result holds for
X = KL2, Y = KL3, then the same argument shows that the result holds for KL1 too.
In the blow-up along the boundary divisor, the intersection of components (corre-
sponding to interior facets of the subword complex) satisfy the same conditions as the
Stanley-Reisner case. Therefore the sheaf associated to the Cartier boundary divisor of
the total transform is dualizing.
We are now ready to state our main result:
Theorem 4.2. Let Iw,v ≤ k[zi,j] be the defining ideal for Kazhdan-Lusztig variety Xw ∩
Xov . The boundary divisor is defined by Jw,v = ∩ulwIu,v. Then the blow-up of S =
k[zij]/Iw,v along Jw,v is Gorenstein.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4, there exists a degeneration of the pair (S, Jw,v)
to (R, init(Jw,v)) where R = k[zij]/init(Iw,v). Here R is the coordinate ring for a Stanley-
Reisner scheme. In fact init(Iw,v) is the Stanley-Reisner ideal of a subword complex
∆(Q,w). Viewing Spec(R) as a toric scheme, we can associate to it an affine semigroup
in the character lattice which can be viewed as the cone on the polytope ∆(Q,w) (in
appropriate coordinates). Here init(Jw,v) corresponds to the boundary of this convex
region.
By Corollary 2.21, the blow-up of R along init(Jw,v) is Gorenstein. Furthermore, by
Corollary 3.5, there exists a degeneration of the blow-up algebra S[tJw,v] to R[t(initJw,v)].
We have the following diagram:
S[tJw,v] R[t(initJw,v)]
(S, Jw,v) (R, initJw,v)
lexinit
Finally, we need to determine whether being Gorenstein (in the more general sense
mentioned in Section 2) is open in flat families. The beginning of Section 4 shows the
semicontinuity of the Gorenstein property.

Corollary 4.3. The blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw is Gorenstein.
Proof. See Proposition 1.5. 
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Example 4.4. Consider X53241 ∩Xo12345 with
Iw,v = 〈z11z22 − z12z21, z11z23 − z13z21, z12z23 − z13z22〉
as in Example 2.1, defined by vanishing of all 2× 2 minors of(
z21 z22 z23
z11 z12 z13
)
The blow-up along the boundary satisfies the following equations (with 1, 2 in degree
one):
I = 〈z11z22 − z12z21, z11z23 − z13z21, z12z23 − z13z22,
1z11 − 2z21, 1z12 − 2z22, 1z13 − 2z23〉
Those are the 2× 2 minors of (
z21 z22 z23 1
z11 z12 z13 2
)
.
These equations look like the ones defining X643251 ∩ Xo123456. A quick check of the
Gorenstein criteria for Schubert varieties shows thatX643251 is not Gorenstein, and indeed
we need to account for 1 and 2 being in degree one. Therefore we take the GIT quotient
X643251 ∩Xo123456 //C× where C× acts diagonally on (1, 2).
Now we should check that the non-Gorenstein locus is contained in the subvariety
where 1 = 2 = 0 (the subset quotiented out). For example X
643251 is not Gorenstein at
e432165, but can be defined by the vanishing of all of the coordinates in(
z21 z22 z23 1
z11 z12 z13 2
)
and hence is not present in X643251 ∩Xo123456 //C×. 
The other three n = 5 examples in type A are also of this form. While we don’t expect
X˜w to always be a GIT quotient of a Kazhdan-Lusztig variety, this example serves as a
good transition to the next important question - how can we best interpret X˜w? Is it
isomorphic to some well-known variety? Can we determine the exceptional locus of the
blow-up map? Does X˜w enjoy any other useful properties?
The first approach is to study X˜w locally, through local equations for the blow-up
algebra using syzygies. This is the content found in the remainder of this section. The
second approach is a more global approach which deduces information about X˜w using
Bott-Samelson maps. This is the content of Section 5.
Focusing on the local question for now, we recall that the boundary of a Kazhdan-
Lusztig variety Xw ∩Xov is defined by the ideal⋂
ulw
Iu,v
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By the work of Bertiger in [3], we know that ∩Iu,v is generated by certain products of
determinants. Understanding the equations for the blow-up is the same as understanding
the syzygies of this intersection. What are the syzygies of ∩Iu,v? Are they determinantal?
We know that the equations in Iu,v can be written as the sum of similar ideals where u
is bigrassmanian. Recall that pi is bigrassmannian if pi and pi−1 admit a unique descent,
and this is the same as Xpi being defined using one rank condition. Can we solve this
simpler problem of understanding the syzygies of Iu,v if u is bigrassmanian?
4.1. Syzygies of products of ideals. Let I1, ..., Ir ⊂ R be ideals of a Noether-
ian integral domain R. Suppose that Ik = 〈gk,1, ..., gk,nk〉 and consider the ring
S = R[z1,1, ..., zr,nr ]/〈zi,j − zk,l〉 with one zi,j for each generator of each ideal Ik and
with equal generators identified. We will denote the ideal of syzygies of {gk,i}nki=1 by
Syz(Ik). That is, Syz(Ik) ⊂ S will consist of all expressions of the form
nk∑
i=1
aizk,i, where ai ∈ S such that
nk∑
i=1
(aizk,i)
∣∣
zi,j=gi,j
= 0
Similarly,
Syz(
∏
Ik) ⊂ R[{z1,i1 · ... · zr,ir}]/〈zi,j − zk,l〉 ⊂ S
consists of the syzygies of the N =
∏r
i=1 ni products of the form g1,1, ..., gr,nr .
We would like to understand Syz(
∏
Ik) in terms of the Syz(Ik). Let I = {(i1, ..., ir), 1 ≤
ij ≤ nj}. An element 0 6= z ∈ Syz(
∏
Ik) has the form∑
(i1,...,ir)∈I
a(i1,...,ir)z1,i1 · ... · zr,ir
By viewing this as an equation written in the {z1,j}n1j=1, we see that either all the z1,j
are equal so that we can factor them out, or at least 2 are distinct and z ∈ Syz(I1). By
next looking at the {z2,j}n2j=1, we see that either all of the z2,j are equal so that we can
factor them out or z ∈ Syz(I2).
Continuing in this way, we see that z is contained in the intersection of some Syz(Ik)
(it must be contained in at least one of these, otherwise all the z1,i1 · ... · zr,ir were equal
and z = 0).
Let us denote the ideal 〈zk,1, ..., zk,nk〉 by I¯k. The above argument shows that
z ∈ Syz(I1) ∩ ... ∩ Syz(Ir) + I¯1(Syz(I2) ∩ ... ∩ Syz(Ir)) + ...
+I¯r(Syz(I1) ∩ ... ∩ Syz(Ir−1)) + ...+ I¯1 · ... · Ir−1Syz(Ir)
Put in a more compact form, we have shown that
Syz(
r∏
k=1
Ik) ⊂
∑
∅6=M⊂{1,...,r}
(
∏
k∈Mc
I¯k)(
⋂
k∈M
Syz(Ik))
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For the reverse containment, observe that for z ∈ Syz(Ik) ∩ Syz(Ij) we can write z in
two ways
a1zk,1 + ...+ ankzk,nk = b1zj,1 + ...+ bnjzj,nj
We will assume that any cancellation on each side has already taken place. This
means that each am ∈ I¯j as a result. In particular both sides contain products of the
form zk,ikzj,ij . This shows that z ∈ Syz(IjIk). Generalizing this we get the reverse
containment, as required.
Theorem 4.5. Syz(
∏r
k=1 Ik) =
∑
∅6=M⊂{1,...,r}
(
∏
k∈Mc
I¯k)(
⋂
k∈M
Syz(Ik)).
4.2. Viewing syzygies of intersections in terms of products. Building on the ideas
from the previous section, our goal is to ultimately understand the syzygies of ∩Ik in
terms of the syzygies of
∏
Ik which we studied in the last section.
Let T = R[w1, ..., wn] (simplified from the zi,j coordinates used in the previous section)
and observe that
Syz(ΠIk) , Syz(∩Ik) ⊂ T
where wi is associated to gi ∈ R.
Consider z ∈ Syz(∩Ik). Then
z = a1y1 + ...+ apyp
where ai ∈ R and yi corresponds to a generator of ∩Ik (using [3] to fix generators).
Then zr involves products of r choices of yi which when restricted to gj must be in
∏
Ik
(indeed ∩Ik ⊂
∑
Ik). That is to say that z
r ∈ Syz(∏ Ik). Finally, since ∏ Ik ⊂ ∩Ik, we
have the same containment regarding syzygies.
We have thus shown
Syz(∩Ik) ⊂
√
Syz(ΠIk) ⊂
√
Syz(∩Ik)
The next lemma provides the last piece to proving the main result for this section.
Lemma 4.6. If ∩Ik is reduced, then so is Syz(∩Ik).
Proof. Given an element z = a0 + a1w1 + ...+ anwn of R[w1, ..., wn], suppose that
(a0 + a1w1 + ...+ anwn)
m ∈ Syz(∩Ik)
Then am0 and (aiwi)
m must be in ∩Ik after evaluating at wi = gi. Since ∩Ik is reduced,
the restriction of each aiwi must also be in ∩Ik. Therefore z ∈ Syz(∩Ik). 
Using Frobenius splittings to show this result might also prove useful. Finally, we
have:
Proposition 4.7.
√
Syz(
∏
Iw) = Syz(∩Iw).
This shows that understanding the syzygies of the product is the same as understand-
ing the syzygies of the intersection.
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4.3. Specializing to bigrassmannians. We know that a Schubert variety Xw can be
decomposed as
Xw =
⋂
ν≥w,
w0ν bigrassmannian
Xν .
Bigrassmannians are especially easy to work with since they involve only one rank con-
dition.
In our problem, we are blowing-up along the ideal ∩Jσ where each Jσ is the defining
ideal for a component of the boundary divisor of Xw ∩Xoτ (which is defined by I). Since
the boundary has dimension 1 less than Xw ∩Xoτ , we can write
Jσ = I + Iν
where ν is a bigrassmannian.
Since a bigrassmannian ν is defined by the vanishing of all k × k minors in an m× n
box, we can define a simple bigrassmannian νs as the case when m = k and n = k + 1.
Such simple bigrassmannians have a special property.
Lemma 4.8. The syzygy ideal of Iνs, with νs a simple bigrassmannian, is a determinantal
variety.
In fact the equations for Iνs can be found in the same was as Example 4.4 by adding
an extra row and column to the matrix for νs. This corresponds to the defining equations
for a Kazdhan-Lusztig variety. When ν is a bigrassmannian, we know exactly what the
generators are for the syzygy ideal of Iν thanks to [25].
To make use of these facts, we notice that since∑
∅6=M⊂{1,...,r}
(
∏
k∈Mc
¯Jσk)(
⋂
k∈M
Syz(Jσk)) = Syz(
∏
Jσ) ⊂ Syz(∩Jσ)
there are a number of ideals for Kazhdan-Lusztig varieties corresponding to simple bi-
grassmannians contained in this sum of ideals, some of which might be interesting to
consider. In particular, with some work we could make some mild conjectures: per-
haps the blow-up of a Kazhdan-Lusztig variety along its boundary is contained in some
product of Kazhdan-Lusztig varieties (with some GIT quotient to account for certain
variables in degree one). This would generalize the results we observed in low dimen-
sions. However the containment at this time doesn’t seem to be explicit enough to get a
useful form for the total transform. Extending the B-action to the total transform might
identify it as a B-invariant subvariety of this product.
The fact that a product of Kazhdan-Lusztig varieties is appearing in our local com-
putations suggests that perhaps globally we can describe the blowup as some product of
Schubert-like varieties. This is where generalized Bott-Samelson varieties come into the
picture, further described in the next section.
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5. Understanding the total transform
To get an explicit modular interpretation of blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw, we seek a way
to compare X˜w to other well-studied varieties. We will exploit Bott-Samelson resolutions
of Xw to get convenient maps from Bott-Samelson varieties onto X˜w. To obtain this
map, we first recall the universal property of blow-up maps.
5.0.1. Universal property of blow-ups. The blow-up of a scheme X along some closed
subscheme Y is a fibre diagram:
E BlY (X)
Y X
where E is an effective Cartier divisor, such that any other map to X with an effective
Cartier divisor as the fibre over Y factors through the diagram. The only Cartier divisors
considered in the sections that follow are effective.
Lemma 5.1. Let pi : X˜w → Xw be the blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw. Suppose ϕQ : BSQ →
Xw is a generalized Bott-Samelson resolution such that ϕ−1Q (∂X
w) is a Cartier divisor
in BSQ. Then there exists a surjective birational proper map ψQ : BS
Q → X˜w such that
BSQ X˜w
Xw
ϕQ
ψQ
pi
Proof. By the universal property of blow-up maps, ϕQ factors through the blow-up of
Xw along ∂Xw. The map ψQ is birational since ϕQ and pi are (see 1.19). Similarly, ψQ is
proper since ϕQ is proper and pi is separated. Finally, since the universal property uses
fibre diagrams, pi and ϕQ surjective implies that ψQ is surjective as well. 
Corollary 5.2. Suppose ϕQ : BS
Q → Xw is a generalized Bott-Samelson resolution
where BSQ is factorial. Then there exists surjective proper birational map ψQ : BS
Q →
X˜w which factors through the blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw. In particular, choosing Q =
(w1, ..., wk) such that each wi is a simple reflection provides one such map.
Proof. By dimension considerations, ψ−1Q (∂X
w) is a divisor in BSQ. Since Cartier and
Weil divisors are equivalent in factorial varieties, the result follows. Furthermore, choos-
ing Q so that the wi are simple reflections results in BS
Q being smooth (by Lemma 1.17)
and hence factorial. 
Understanding when BSQ is factorial requires an understanding of the same question
for Schubert varieties. There is a pattern embedding description for this in [28], at least
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in the GLn case. One key takeaway from Corollary 5.2 is that there exist many such
maps ψQ when we choose Q appropriately. The existence of these maps already provides
us with new information regarding the T -fixed points of X˜w.
Lemma 5.3. Let pi : X˜w → Xw be the blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw. Then the B-action
on Xw extends to the total transform X˜w. Furthermore, ψQ is a B-equivariant map.
Proof. Since ∂Xw is B-invariant, the B-action extends to X˜w (see Proposition 3.9.1
of [22]). Furthermore, pi is B-equivariant. Since ϕQ is also B-equivariant, then ψQ is
too. 
Corollary 5.4. X˜w has finitely many T -fixed points.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, T -fixed points must map onto T -fixed points. The result follows
from the fact that BSQ has finitely many T -fixed points. 
Our end goal is to show that understanding X˜w restricts to an understanding of its
T -fixed points. Since the T -fixed points of BSQ are easy to describe, the hope is that
ψQ can provide us with an explicit statement about the structure of X˜w.
5.1. Extending the frobenius splitting. Our proof that X˜w is Gorenstein utilized the
notion of Frobenius splittings and their relation to sections of the anticanonical bundle.
It is natural to ask whether X˜w is also Frobenius split.
There do exist results about extending Frobenius splittings to the total transform of
a blow-up, such as in the work of Lakshmibai, Mehta, and Parameswaran in [24]. This
result however only works for the blow-up of a smooth Frobenius split variety along
a smooth center (under certain mild vanishing conditions). In Proposition 2.15, we
extended the Frobenius splitting in the toric case.
There are two natural approaches to extending the Frobenius splitting to the total
transform. One perspective is to directly define a Frobenius splitting on the blow-up
algebra
S[1, ..., m+n]/(I + 〈1, ..., m〉+ Syz({gi}))
by defining a splitting map on monomials of the form
Ca11 · ... · am+nm+n
A second approach is to observe that X˜w degenerates to a Frobenius split variety.
That is, there is a flat morphism F : Y → A1 where F−1(0) = Y0 is the toric scheme
found in Section 2, and F−1(t) = Yt is the general fibre which is isomorphic to X˜w. But
is being Frobenius split open in flat families?
One might hope that there is a Frobenius splitting of the whole family Y which com-
patibly splits each Yt. However, there can only ever be finitely many compatibly split
subvarieties (see [23]). On the other hand, it might be possible to extend the splitting of
Y0 to a splitting of Y where Yt is not necessarily compatibly split. One could then view
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the general fibre Yt as a GIT quotient of Y . Indeed, there is a Gm action on Y , and if Y
is Frobenius split, then so is Yt ∼= Y//Gm (using a different splitting – see Theorem 7.1
in [26]). At present however, we don’t know if X˜w is Frobenius split.
5.2. Weakly normal varieties. Recall that a variety X is normal if every finite bi-
rational map f : Y → X is an isomorphism. We say that X is weakly normal if
every finite birational bijective map is an isomorphism. Bijective here means that the
reduction of the fibre over a point is again a point. In characteristic 0, the notions of
weakly normal and seminormal are equivalent (see [27] for more information).
A convenient way to show that a variety is weakly normal is to show that it is Frobenius
split.
Lemma 5.5. Frobenius split varieties are weakly normal.
Proof. See Proposition 1.2.5 in [6]. 
We would like to know that X˜w is weakly normal in order to reduce questions involving
ψQ to information about the restricted map on T -fixed points. We rely on the fact that
X˜w degenerates to a weakly normal scheme, and that being weakly normal is an open
condition in flat families.
Proposition 5.6. Let Y be a flat family over A1 such that Y0, the special fibre over the
origin, is weakly normal. Then Yt is also weakly normal.
Proof. See [27]. 
Corollary 5.7. The blow-up of Xw along ∂Xw is weakly normal.
Proof. By Corollary 3.5, the total transform ˜Xw ∩Xov Gro¨bner degenerates to a toric
scheme, which by Lemma 2.15 is Frobenius split. The result now holds by Lemma 5.5
and Proposition 5.6, and using that being weakly normal can be checked locally. 
We note that there is another proof of this result. Indeed the blow-up of Xw (a
normal variety) along an integrally closed boundary ideal is again normal, and hence
weakly normal. Therefore X˜w being weakly normal can be deduced using the blow-up
map, the degeneration, or Frobenius splittings.
5.3. Reducing to T -fixed points. The next theorem will finally reduce understanding
ψQ to a question of T -fixed points. First we need a small lemma:
Lemma 5.8. Suppose that X ↪→ Pn is an equivariant inclusion with respect to a torus
action T . If dimX > 0 (and X 6= ∅), then |XT | > 1.
Proof. See [10]. 
Theorem 5.9. Let ψQ : BS
Q → X˜w be as in Lemma 5.2. Then ψQ is an isomorphism
iff it is a bijection on T -fixed points.
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Proof. One direction is obvious. For the other direction, observe that ψQ is birational
by Lemma 5.2 and X˜w is weakly normal by Corollary 5.7, so it is enough to show that
ψQ is finite and bijective to conclude that it is an isomorphism. By assumption, ψQ is a
bijection on T -fixed points, so by B-equivariance we can use the B-action to show that
it is bijective at all points. Since ψQ is also proper, we only need that ψQ is quasi-finite
for the result to hold.
Consider the fibre Zv = ψ
−1
Q (ev), which is a projective subvariety of BS
Q. The em-
bedding of Zv into projective space is equivariant with respect to the torus action on
Zv (since ψQ is B-equivariant). Under these conditions, dim(Zv) > 0 ⇒ |ZTv | > 1 by
Lemma 5.8. Since |ZTv | = 1 by assumption, we conclude that dim(Zv) = 0.
Since ψQ is B-equivariant, the fibre of a point in BevB/B is a B-translate of Zv. These
Bruhat cells cover Xw, so ψQ is quasi-finite. 
An understanding of when the Bott-Samelson resolution ϕQ is an isomorphism over
the smooth locus might be useful in determining information about ψQ. A discussion
about these strict Bott-Samelson maps as well as examples on how reducing to T -fixed
points can be a powerful tool can be found in [10].
While these results suggest that X˜w is somewhere between a Bott-Samelson variety
and a Schubert variety, the hope is that X˜w is itself a Bott-Samelson variety or some
simple quotient of one. This will be the topic of future research.
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